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1 Guest editorial

Telematics engineering addresses the emerging symbiosis be-
tween computers, in its most general acceptation, and data
networks, focusing on the convergence of networking, com-
puting and information organization, access and management.
Recent advances in telematics engineering have dramatically
changed our daily life, completely transforming the way tech-
nologies, applications and services are being developed,
accessed and used. However, telematics engineering is contin-
uously facing many new challenges such as the management
of novel technologies and techniques, most notably on the
mobile networking realm (virtualization, software defined net-
working, energy efficiency, densification and offloading, just
to name a few). The need to address them is spurring this area
of research and, capitalizing on the celebration of the Jornadas
de Ingeniería Telemática (JITEL), which is a bi-annual
Spanish National Conference on Telematics Engineering, the
goal of this special issue is to report on cutting-edge research
on this area.

Since JITEL was first organized in 1997, it has provided a
meeting point for researches and students working on a rather

broad range of topics, which have greatly evolved during the
last 20 years. Indeed, this scientific community covers an area
of knowledge and research that spans almost all the protocol
stack, starting from scheduling and resource management so-
lutions up to service management and security issues at the
application layer. In fact, we can say that there is not a one-to-
one match of this area in other countries, since there exist
some common points with the electrical engineering commu-
nity, but there are as well some overlaps with the computer
science realm.

Considering the increasing relevance that Information and
Communication Technologies (ICT) have in our day-to-day
life, this conference has established itself as a focal point to
discuss the most avant-garde solutions, techniques and algo-
rithms in several related areas, and their impact on the Spanish
society.

The 2015 edition of JITEL was held in Palma de Mallorca,
and featured more than 60 papers. Six of such papers were
afterwards selected, based on their score during the peer-
review phase of the conference as well as on the feedback
received by the audience during the conference itself. As a
result of this, extended versions of such works were submitted
to this Special Issue, which also received 16 additional man-
uscripts. The 22 papers were reviewed by at least 3 indepen-
dent experts, thus ensuring that the six selected works have the
quality to warrant publication in Mobile Networks and
Applications journal.

We strongly believe that the six papers establish a good
snapshot of the current situation on the Telematics
Engineering research. In this sense, they provide an illustra-
tive example of such broadness, since they cover aspects that
go from interferencemanagement and link scheduling in wire-
less systems to security aspects at the application layer. We
have structured them in a bottom-up fashion, following the
traditional protocol stack model.
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In the first paper of the SI, entitled Performance Analysis
and Optimisation of FFR-Aided OFDMA Networks using
Channel-Aware Scheduling, Jan Garcia-Morales et al. propose
an analytical framework that can be used to analyse the per-
formance of interference coordination schemes for OFDMA-
based networks. In particular, they focus on Fractional
Frequency Reuse (FFR) and the paper derives closed-form
expressions for three of the most widespread scheduling solu-
tions (Proportional Fair, Maximum SINR and Round Robin).
These can be exploited to leverage optimum (interference-
aware) schemes, which in addition differentiate users at the
cell-edge from those who are closer to the Base Station.
Numerical results based on a system-level approach are used
to assess the validity of the proposed framework. The outcome
of this study can certainly be used in the improvement of
scheduling solutions for current and forthcoming wireless sys-
tems, which will be based on OFDMA.

It goes without saying that wireless communications have
helped to develop a new paradigm in the way people interact
among them. Besides, they have also stirred up other more
specific application scenarios. Sergio Montero et al. focus, in
the work entitled Link Scheduling Scheme with Shared Links
and Virtual Tokens for Industrial Wireless Sensor Networks,
on one of these application scenarios, since they propose a
scheduling technique to be used on industrial wireless sensor
networks, which have some particular characteristics that need
to be taken into consideration. Some of these requirements
include strict reliability and latency, which might become
more complicated to ensure, given the growing number of
sensor devices that are used in factories. In order to tackle
such stringent requirements, the paper introduces a novel link
scheduling scheme, which can be used by nodes sharing the
same multi-hop path, based on the concept of virtual tokens.
An analytical model for the performance is derived and an
exhaustive simulation-based study is used to assess the valid-
ity of such model and to compare the performance of the
proposed scheme with other alternatives. The study is carried
out over various scenarios, all of them mimicking realistic
conditions, and the outcome yields that the proposed schedul-
ing scheme clearly outperforms other approaches.

One of the technologies that is in the core of this wireless
revolution is the so-called Wi-Fi (commercial name given to
the IEEE 802.11 standard). Since the publication of the first
standard version in 20 years, the technology has experienced an
evaluation without comparison (for instance, the raw capacity
has increased from 2Mbps to 10Gbps). However, there are still
many aspects under development, and the scientific community
is requested not only to focus on theoretical or simulation-
based studies, but to foster experimentation over real platforms.
This is exactly what Jose Aurelio Santana et al. tackle in their
work Adaptive Estimation of WiFi RSSI and Its Impact Over
Advanced Wireless Services. Based on an exhaustive, hands-
on, analysis, they conclude that current RSSI estimation

methods are very much dependent on the particular character-
istics of the terminals and Access Points. In addition, some of
them are too complex to be exploited for real-time services and
applications. In order to overcome these limitations, the paper
introduces Thresholded Local Gradient (TLG), a novel estima-
tion method with a very low complexity, which has been chal-
lenged in several realistic environments, including various ter-
minals and both indoor and outdoor scenarios.

The fourth paper of this SI discusses Network Coding
(NC), a technique that has gathered an increasing attention
from the scientific community lately, since it has many possi-
ble applications, ranging from security, multicast transmis-
sions, or energy-efficient communications. In Providing
Reliable Services over Wireless Networks Using a Low
Overhead Random Linear Coding Scheme, Pablo Garrido
et al. focus on intra-flow solutions, where packets belonging
to the same data flow are combined before being transmitted.
They propose an improvement for the traditional Random
Linear Network Coding (RLNC) solution, which strongly al-
leviates the overhead, by including the seed used by the trans-
mitter to build the coded packets, instead of the corresponding
coefficients. The paper derives an analytical model to estab-
lish the performance of the proposed scheme and afterwards
exploit an implementation of NC over the ns-3 simulator to
assess the benefits that such solution has over traditional reli-
able communication services (TCP). The improved RLNC
implementation not only yields a relevant performance gain
(up to 20%), especially when channel conditions are worse,
but also leverages a fairer distribution of the shared resources.

Although the technological evolution is of outmost rele-
vance, it is not less true that operators need to appropriately
manage and operate the networks, in order to offer an adequate
service to their customers. The increasing complexity of net-
work topologies, the growing number of users and the services
and applications they use make this task a real challenge.
Hence, it becomes particularly important to promote solutions
that can support network operators in this task, by leveraging
automatic and self-x (x could be healing, configuration, orga-
nizing, etc.) procedures. In the fifth paper of the SI, Facing
Network Management Challenges with Functional Data
Analysis: Techniques & Opportunities, David Muelas et al.
study the application of Functional Data Analysis (FDA) tech-
niques for network management and analysis. In particular,
they focus on measurement pre-processing, clustering, band-
width allocation, and anomalies detection. They use real traces
to compare the performance of their proposed technique with
other state-of-the-art approaches, showing that the use of FDA
can yield relevant enhancements in this area, whose relevance
is undoubtedly growing in the forthcoming years, especially
with the advent of the Software Defined Networking paradigm.

One of the most relevant challenges that ICT needs to face
is security. Security has been shown to be an integral part of all
communication solutions and techniques, and experience tells
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that it cannot be considered as an orthogonal solution that can
be later integrated as a patch. Hence, security needs to be
considered from the very beginning in the design phase.
This SI highlights the relevance of security aspects in ICTwith
the sixth paper, entitled Design and Performance Evaluation
of Two Approaches to Obtain Anonymity in Transferable
Electronic Ticketing Schemes. M. Magdalena Payeras-
Capellà et al. propose electronic ticketing schemes with ano-
nymity and transferability, following two different ap-
proaches: RSA and group signatures. Furthermore, a real im-
plementation over a mobile platform has been used to assess
the feasibility of the proposed solutions. The results show that,
despite providing a more robust solution, the use of group
signatures leads to some performance degradation, compared
to the RSA based approach.
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